Probation, Parole and Extended Supervision Revocation Cases On-demand Program
Sponsored by the Wisconsin State Public Defender

PROGRAM AGENDA

Extended Supervision, Parole and Probation Revocations: What are the Differences?
Lisa Marmet—SPD Milwaukee Trial

Timelines in Revocation cases
Lisa Marmet—SPD Milwaukee Trial

Initial Client Interview
Lisa Marmet—SPD Milwaukee Trial

Competency and Mental Health Issues in Revocations
Lisa Marmet—SPD Milwaukee Trial

Plotkin Analysis
Gina Pruski—SPD Office of Training and Development

Alternatives to Revocation
Lisa Marmet—SPD Milwaukee Trial

Should your Client Testify
Lisa Marmet—SPD Milwaukee Trial

Burden of Proof at Hearing and Sentence Structure
Kathleen Kalashian—Administrative Law Judge

Hearsay Evidence at Revocation Hearings
Kathleen Kalashian—Administrative Law Judge

Reconfinement and Reincarceration Time - How the ALJ Determines the Amount
Kathleen Kalashian—Administrative Law Judge

ES Sanctions and how the DOC Uses Them for ES Violations
Donna Harris—DOC Corrections Field Supervisor

Sex offender and Supervision Revocation
Donna Harris—DOC Corrections Field Supervisor

Reincarceration Time of Parole or ES Offenders
Donna Harris—DOC Corrections Field Supervisor

Practice Pointers to Defense Counsel from the ALJ
Kathleen Kalashian—Administrative Law Judge

Administrative Appeals and Writs of Certiorari
Gina Pruski—SPD Office of Training and Development

Mock Revocation Hearing
Donna Harris, Kathleen Kalashian and Lisa Marmet,